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Abstract— Autonomous robots should operate in real-world
dynamic environments and collaborate with humans in tight
spaces. A key component for allowing robots to leave structured
lab and manufacturing settings is their ability to evaluate
online and real-time collisions with the world around them.
Distance-based constraints are fundamental for enabling robots
to plan their actions and act safely, protecting both humans
and their hardware. However, different applications require
different distance resolutions, leading to various heuristic ap-
proaches for measuring distance fields w.r.t. obstacles, which
are computationally expensive and hinder their application in
dynamic obstacle avoidance use-cases. We propose Regularized
Deep Signed Distance Fields (ReDSDF), a single neural implicit
function that can compute smooth distance fields at any scale,
with fine-grained resolution over high-dimensional manifolds
and articulated bodies like humans, thanks to our effective
data generation and a simple inductive bias during training. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in representative
simulated tasks for whole-body control (WBC) and safe Human-
Robot Interaction (HRI) in shared workspaces. Finally, we
provide proof of concept of a real-world application in a HRI
handover task with a mobile manipulator robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

Safety is an essential prerequisite for the real-world de-
ployment of robots and their interaction with the dynamic
world and the humans in it. The study of safety constraints
in robotics that can filter dangerous actions is as long as the
field itself. A common way of approaching the problem is to
define constraint functions that apply to specific applications
and tasks. The imposed constraints can ensure safety by
excluding unsafe parts of the state and action space to
avoid collisions and self-collision, harming humans in shared
workspaces, or for specifying task-specific workspaces, e.g.,
in human-robot collaboration, robot-assisted feeding, dress-
ing, etc. Each of these tasks may demand a different set of
constraints to be specified and satisfied during deployment.

Despite their importance, constraint functions may be
difficult to hand-design, while ill-specified constraints may
often make it challenging for robots to plan [1], optimize
[2], learn [3], or act reactively [4]. One way of specifying a
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Interaction scene

(a) Robot view (b) ReDSDF of the human 

Fig. 1: Real-world evaluation of our learned ReDSDF model in
a HRI scenario. The mobile manipulator robot TIAGo++ has
to approach the human and deliver him a water bottle without
intervening in the safety boundary. (a) The perceived instance in
the robot’s field of view. (b) The perceived human manifold, along
with the 20cm level set (red point-cloud), i.e. the set of points at
20cm distance to the human.

constraint is to define its boundaries as a level curve k of an
implicit function f(X) = k, where X can be any query point
in space. This formulation is particularly convenient because
it defines the constraint over a surface intuitively. Second, it
is easy to reason about constraint violations/slack, allowing
for easier optimization. Furthermore, if the constraint is
also differentiable, it is also possible to use gradient-based
projection algorithms to enforce them.

It is common in robotics to formulate constraints in terms
of distance w.r.t. a given object. Measuring distances w.r.t.
to manifolds is necessary for most robot applications for
collision avoidance [5], but also for HRI, where the robot
should position itself at a certain distance from the surround-
ing humans to interact with them safely while respecting
social norms [6]–[8]. Signed Distance Function (SDF) is
a prominent representation for expressing distance w.r.t. a
given surface, by defining a function that precomputes the
distance of an arbitrary point in the space w.r.t. a fixed
surface. Every point on the surface has zero distance, while
points outside it have a signed distance. The sign is chosen



by convention to be positive in the line of sight w.r.t. the
sensor detecting the surface. If a surface represents a closed
region of space, e.g., an object or a human, we can consider
every point inside this region as a negative distance. Different
variants of SDF were introduced in particular for robotics
to counteract the high computational complexity and the
non-smooth representations that arise from querying multiple
points from numerous static or even dynamic obstacles [9].

In this paper, we present ReDSDF, an approach that
extends the concept of SDFs for arbitrary articulated objects
such as robotic manipulators and humans (Fig. 1). ReDSDF
allows us to define complex distance functions to be used
as constraints or energy functions to avoid collisions and
achieve safe interactions. Our method provides a single
deep model that not only preserves structural information
in the proximity of articulated bodies, but also effectively
provides a signed distance field at any scale. Notably, we
define a simple yet effective inductive bias, i.e. L2-norm,
for regularizing our deep signed distance model. This reg-
ularization allows us to obtain expressive deep SDFs that
can provide precise distance computation over the object’s
manifold when operating close to it and meaningful level
curves when the robot is far from it.

Our deep implicit distance fields give us three significant
benefits: first, we can learn and generalize the distance func-
tion from data, making it possible to reliably approximate
complex manifolds like humans. Second, we can generate
smooth and differentiable distance fields that are particularly
well-suited for reactive control or trajectory optimization. Fi-
nally, deep neural networks allow fast queries of many points
in parallel, allowing precise collision avoidance. Our method
can be applied to a wide range of robotic applications, from
reactive WBC and HRI, to collision-free navigation of aerial
robots, as ReDSDF can satisfy any-scale demands depending
on the task at hand.

We demonstrate the capabilities of ReDSDF when em-
ployed in reactive motion generation tasks. In particular, we
provide a qualitative comparison of the produced distance
fields of ReDSDF against representative deep-based base-
lines, showcasing the advantages of our method. Next, we
integrate ReDSDF in reactive motion generation. Namely,
we design controllers for the WBC of the bimanual mo-
bile manipulator TIAGo++, and for safe HRI in a shared
workspace scenario in a novel simulated task that integrates
real-human demonstrations. Finally, thanks to the advances
in real-time human skeleton tracking and 3D shape detection,
we demonstrate the real-world performance of ReDSDF for
computing safety distances when interacting with a human.
Our results show the potential of ReDSDF to become a major
component of various robotic applications, where precise
safety constraints are needed.

II. RELATED WORK

SDFs have been studied extensively in the field of com-
puter graphics [10] to reconstruct meshes of surrounding
objects given some range information from lasers or cameras.
The benefits of SDFs are very well related to problems of

robot motion planning and control, collision-checking, and
obstacle avoidance [11]. However, while SDFs are locally
accurate due to truncation effects, they are challenging to
construct from partial observations, i.e., when the whole
shape of an object cannot be determined from a single view-
point. Curless et al. [10] proposed a volumetric integration
method that sacrifices the full coverage of the space for
improving the local updates based on partial observations,
preserving the representation of positions and orientations on
the surface of objects. Truncating the field at small negative
and positive values produces the Truncated Signed Distance
Function (TSDF), in which a point outside the truncated
region is located in a narrowband that embeds the surface
of the object [12], [13], which allows for better modeling
of sensor noise [14]. TSDFs are used overwhelmingly in
simultaneous localization and mapping applications [15],
[16]. Differently from TSDFs that limit the representation
capabilities on points close to the surface, the Euclidean
Signed Distance Function (ESDF) provides a method for
assessing the free space rather than a fine obstacle area,
which is needed for aerial robot mapping and planning [17].
The most popular trajectory optimization methods rely on
ESDF to represent the environment [2], [18], [19], as they are
effective in static environments, but suffers high computation
time for real-time deployment in dynamic environments.

The deep learning revolution in computer graphics and
vision led to the emergence of novel methods for object
instance segmentation and reconstruction [20], [21] with
immediate applications to robot mapping [22]–[24]. Deep
implicit functions provide a novel way of training and
learning to approximate meshes from point clouds and
voxelized data from large simulated datasets [25]. DeepSDF
refers to a shape representation method that employs a SDF
for training a surface reconstruction network by classifying
points as belonging to the surface of a mesh or not [26]. The
Equality Constraint Manifold Neural Network (ECoMaNN)
approach [27] extends the application of implicit functions
to approximate generic equality constraints for robot motion
planning. However, these results only apply to simple scenes,
and the distance field estimates are accurate only locally.
Other deep learning advances allow for 3D human shape
reconstruction from point-clouds [28], [29] and RGB frames
[30], opening up new possibilities for more precise pose esti-
mation of highly articulated meshes, like humans [31]. While
implicit representations have been studied in reconstructing
the geometry of articulated objects [32]–[35], distances for
query points that are not on the object surface may be ill-
defined for robot manipulation.

In the context of reactive motion control, the use of SDFs
is challenging due to high computation times that hinder the
necessary high control frequency for operating in dynamic
environments. To this end, composite SDFs were proposed
in [36] for propagating SDFs of moving objects by tracking
the occupancy box of those objects in the environment.
GPU-accelerated voxels combined with whole-body motion
planning were explored in [9]. SDFs are specified across
every link of a robot in [37] for obstacle avoidance during
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Fig. 2: The Network Structure of ReDSDF

manipulation, while a specific distance function is presented
in [38] for self-collision avoidance in WBC.

For HRI, detecting human poses and understanding the
effective safe workspace of the human is essential. Parting
from computer graphics, the modeling of highly articulated
meshes and the simulation of natural biomechanical prop-
erties of human motion [39] became increasingly interest-
ing for robotics. Human-centric knowledge was naturally
transferred to human-robot simulated tasks, where the need
for specifying the effective workspace of a human part-
ner when interacting with a robot can be considered as
a manipulability area around the human skeleton [40]. A
common way of representing safety constraints in humans for
HRI tasks is through learning the contour around a human
pose projected in a low-dimensional space [41], [42] with
primary applications in social human-aware navigation. For
closer interactions, many methods represent human links
with bounding spheres, from which proximity queries can
be made for adapting robot strategies [43], [44].

III. LEARNING REDSDF AND ROBOT CONTROL

In what follows, we present our unified vision of distance
fields through our method ReDSDF. We show how to learn
deep-distance fields for complex articulated objects, such
as robotic manipulators and humans. Next, we describe the
integration of the learned distance fields in reactive motion
generation for robot WBC and reactive HRI. For our method,
we assume a target-centric coordinate system centered at the
center of mass of the object or on any relevant fixed point,
e.g. the pelvis position of a human.

A. Regularized Deep Signed Distance Fields

We exploit two key assumptions to derive a unified vision
of any-scale deep signed distance fields. First, we assume
that the scale of an arbitrary object can be defined using
one of its characteristic dimensions, e.g., the radius of the
bounding sphere r. Thus, for any point x where the distance
to the center of object xc is ∥x − xc∥2 ≫ r, the distance
is approximated by d(x) ≈ ∥x − xc∥2. Exploiting this
assumption makes it possible to build a distance function
that unifies most definitions of “distance” to a given target.
The second key assumption is the dependence of the distance
function on the configuration q of the considered target. For
example, q can be the joint positions of a manipulator or the
human poses detected by a human tracking system.

We define ReDSDF w.r.t. a given (articulated) target with
configuration q at any query point x as the distance

dq(x) = (1− σθ(x, q)) fθ(x, q) + σθ(x, q)∥x− xc∥2, (1)

where θ is the vector of learnable parameters, q is the target’s
state, fθ(x, q) is a neural network approximator, and the
mode switching function σθ(x, q) is defined as

σθ(x, q) = sigmoid (αθ (∥x− xc∥2 − ρθ)) (2)

where αθ and ρθ are shaping functions, implemented
as neural networks. Here, the ρθ function defines a (soft)
threshold for switching from a distance w.r.t. the closest point
on the target’s surface to the distance w.r.t. the center of the
target. The αθ function regulates the sharpness of the change
between the two regimes.

The network of ReDSDF, depicted in Figure 2, is com-
posed of 5 fully-connected hidden layers. All hidden layers
are 512-dimensional. In addition, we connect the features
from the second layer with a 32-dimensional layer to com-
pute αθ and ρθ. We use ReLU for all layers except for the
output layers, which have their specific activation functions.
We limit the range of ρθ ∈ (0.5, 1.5) by applying a Sigmoid
function and a bias on the output unit. αθ is constrained to
be positive using a Softplus activation. The distance output
fθ is linear.

a) Data generation and augmentation: To train
ReDSDF w.r.t. a given (articulated) target, we need to
generate an appropriate dataset. We first obtain a point cloud
of the object of interest from different viewpoints and at
different configurations q[k]. Using the Open3D library [45],
we estimate the normal direction n̄

[k]
i for each point x[k]

i in
the point cloud. The normals are used to augment the original
point cloud to different distance levels and to regularize
the gradient direction of the ReDSDF as shown in the loss
function (4). However, the estimation of normal directions
may be wrong: training can be unstable if the estimated
normals don’t match the ones of the neighborhood. This
issue can be solved by removing such points from the dataset.
Using the estimated normals, we augment the data following
the procedure of [27], i.e., we augment the data points to
M different distance levels by x

[k]
ij = x

[k]
i + n̄

[k]
i d̄j , j =

1, 2, · · · ,M . For each augmented point, we find its closest
point from the original point cloud. If the closest point is
not the same as the one from which the augmentation starts
x
[k]
i , we reject this augmented point. Differently from [27],

we do not use a fixed step size, but we heuristically select
a set of step sizes, considering the scale of the object.
Finally, we assign to every generated point x

[k]
ij a weight

ω
[k]
i = M/M

[k]
s,i , where M

[k]
s,i is the number of the augmented

points starting from x
[k]
i that are not rejected. The set of

points generated by this method can be unnecessarily large
to train a good distance field. To reduce the dataset without
losing precision, we uniformly down-sample a subset of the
augmented dataset. Finally, we obtain the dataset

D = {x[k]
ij , q

[k], d̄j , n̄
[k]
i , ω

[k]
i }. (3)

b) Human-based data generation: An important factor,
when considering distance to humans, is the high variability
of body shapes. This is particularly important when we need
to perform close quarter interaction, e.g., for handovers and



shared workspace interactions. Instead of using skeleton-
based human reconstruction, we leverage the realistic 3D
model of the human body, A Skinned Multi-Person Linear
Model (SMPL) [31]. Human 3D meshes are obtained directly
from the SMPL model, given the human poses. The points
and normals are extracted from the triangular mesh-elements
by computing the center of each triangle and the cross
product of the edges. We generate the augmented data as
mentioned in previous section. We use the AMASS [46]
dataset to build up a comprehensive dataset that contains
various human poses. In this work, we choose 10, 000 human
configurations from the AMASS dataset.

c) Training: We train the model by optimizing the
following loss function

L(D) =
∑
D

ωq(x)
(
d̄q(x)− dq(x)

)2
+
(
∥Dq(x)n̄q(x)∥22 + ∥Nq(x)∇xdq(x)∥22

)
+ γρθ(x, q)

2, (4)

where Dq(x) = null (∇xdq(x)) and Nq(x) = null (n̄q(x))
are, respectively, the null-space of the gradient of the distance
field i.e., the space tangent to the isolines at every point x,
and the null space of the normals i.e., the tangent planes to
the object. The first component of the loss is computing the
squared error of the network distance prediction w.r.t. the
target value. The second component of the loss is similar
to the one proposed by [27] to align the estimated normals
n̄q(x) with the normals of the ReDSDF model. The last
component of the loss is a regularization term, where γ is
a regularization coefficient, set in our experiments to 0.02.
This regularization is trying to impose the inductive bias of
the distance to every point of the state-space. Reducing the
output of the learnable function ρθ(x, q) has the effect of
switching the distance regime of the network as soon as
possible. This regularization is important in particular where
the dataset is sparse. The dataset is split into training, validate
and test datasets with the ratio 0.8, 0.1, 0.1.

B. Robot Motion Control with ReDSDF

ReDSDF can be readily employed within any control and
planning framework to provide real-time constraints’ infer-
ence. Reactive motion generation provides a nice framework
to showcase the benefit of our deep-distance field for robot
control. Namely, we will describe the integration of ReDSDF
in a framework for whole-body motion control based on
Artificial Potential Fields (APF) [47]. Note that ReDSDF can
be integrated to any other type of reactive motion generation,
such as Riemannian Motion Policies (RMP) [4], CEP [48].
ReDSDF is not restricted to reactive motion generation, but
can be employed by any constrained planner, both as a
differentiable constraint and as an energy function. For the
sake of simplicity, we focus on APF-based reactive control,
as it directly allows showing the benefits of ReDSDF.

We consider the settings where the APFs compute a
velocity field for the robot’s end-effector. We define a simple
PID controller for tracking the end-effector’s velocity, but

more sophisticated options can be used to generate the
task-oriented velocity signal. On top of this, we add an
obstacle avoidance velocity signal. Since our method exploits
deep neural networks, it is possible to rapidly compute the
whole set of collision points in a batch. To perform precise
obstacle avoidance on a bimanual mobile manipulator robot
of Fig. 5.a, we evaluate the ReDSDF over multiple points
sampled on the shell of the arms w.r.t. the obstacle. It is
noteworthy that the target obstacle can as well be the other
arm or any other part of the articulated body of the robot,
allowing us to perform self-collision avoidance. For avoiding
self-collisions with the other arm of a bimanual robot, we
learn a ReDSDF model of the robot with only a single arm.
The learned ReDSDF can be used to avoid obstacle for
the other arm. We leverage the symmetry of the robot to
construct the ReDSDF for the untrained arm.

For each target obstacle o, we compute the obstacle
avoidance energy field as

Eo(x) =

{
0 dq(x) > κ
v̄

2κ
(dq(x)− κ)2 0 ≤ dq(x) ≤ κ

, (5)

where κ is the maximum obstacle avoidance distance, and v̄
is the repulsive velocity coefficient. For 0 ≤ dq(x) ≤ κ, we
obtain the obstacle avoidance velocity as follows

ẋo = −∇xEo(x) = − v̄

κ
(dq(x)− κ)∇xdq(x). (6)

While we could also define the energy for negative distance,
we choose not to do it as we are considering the rigid
obstacle avoidance task, as a negative distance implies a
collision with the obstacle. In case of collision, we stop the
robot from taking any other action.

The velocity at each Points of Interest (PoI) xi is com-
puted by combining the repulsive velocity contribution from
the set of obstacles O in the environment:

ẋi =
1

|O|
∑
o∈O

ẋi,o. (7)

To transform this velocity from task-space velocity to the
robot configuration space velocity qr, we can use the Ja-
cobian matrix Ji(qr) computed in the coordinate system
defined in xi. While the most common solution is to project
the velocity into the configuration space using the Jacobian
pseudoinverse J†(qr), in this work we use the Jacobian
transposeq̇r,i = J⊺

i (qr)ẋi. This choice is well-known in
the literature [49], [50], and it is often used to avoid issues
with singularities without losing the convergence guarantee.
Finally, we compute the joint velocity by combining the
obstacle avoidance velocity with the task velocity ẋt as

q̇r = J⊺
t (qr)ẋt +

N∑
i

q̇r,i, (8)

where N is the number of interest points and Jt(qr) is
the Jacobian computed in the end-effector frame. Instead
of using clipping to enforce the joint velocity limits, we
rescale all joints’ velocities with an appropriate constant,
maintaining the same task-space direction while keeping
every joint inside its limit.
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Fig. 3: Reconstruction of the table distance function

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the effectiveness and applicability of ReDSDF
to produce smooth distance fields for robot control, we per-
form qualitative and quantitative comparisons with various
baseline methods in a set of simulated control tasks. First,
we evaluate the quality of the produced distance fields of
ReDSDF against state-of-the-art methods. Next, we test our
method as a component of reactive motion generation for
WBC and robot control in a shared human-robot workspace.
Last, we empirically evaluate the performance of ReDSDF
in a realistic HRI scenario, as seen in Fig. 1, whose results
can be found in the attached video and in our project site
https://irosalab.com/2022/02/28/redsdf/.

A. Quality of the distance field

We compare ReDSDF against the state-of-the-art methods
ECoMaNN [27] and DeepSDF [26]. As both baselines were
introduced for approximating the manifold for static objects
or sampled points cloud, we compare against them with
a static object, e.g., a table in Fig. 3 and a human mesh
with fixed pose Fig. 4. For the baseline approaches, we
directly apply the available source code provided by the
authors. We use the same databases for all methods, but the
training data are generated using the approach-specific data
augmentation technique. As the computation of an accurate
metric for this task is challenging, we will only provide a
qualitative evaluation. However, we argue that the perfor-
mance difference w.r.t. other state-of-the-art methods is clear,
and thus this evaluation is already sufficiently convincing
that ReDSDF can provide more rational distance fields for
robotics environments.

Fig. 3 depicts the results for learning the table mani-
fold. As we can see, the ECoMaNN reconstruction con-
tains artifacts in the estimation of the 0-level curve of

the constraint, while our approach reconstructs the mesh
without issues. The distance field estimation of ECoMaNN
is problematic due to wrong normal estimations on the
manifold. Instead, DeepSDF reconstructs the manifold well.
However, DeepSDF normalizes every mesh file individually
and restricts the network’s output by a tanh, limiting the
distance field’s output range. Contrarily, we can observe
the superiority of ReDSDF in generating not only a clear
geometric manifold of the object, but also smoother and
cleaner distance fields at any scale. Next, we compare the
distance field reconstruction from a human mesh file in
Fig. 4. All methods reconstruct roughly the human shape.
However, ReDSDF provides more precise details like the
human fingers and ears. The weighting technique signifi-
cantly improves the reconstruction of the points in cluttered
areas. Furthermore, when looking at the shape of the distance
field for points far from the center of mass, we can see that
ECoMaNN unnaturally deforms the space, e.g., stretching
the distance along the hands. DeepSDF, on the other hand,
suffers the same scaling problem, while our approach ex-
ploits the inductive bias to enforce a well-behaved, even if
approximate, distance field.

For ReDSDF, we generate augmented fine-grained data
points in the proximity of the target-surface and more sparse
data points as we go away from it. This augmentation allows
us to have points at any scale, improving the smoothness of
the function and obtaining a precise reconstruction of the
0-level constraint. The inductive bias we use to regularize
the distance field plays a major role in the quality of the
reconstruction of the distance function at any scale. Indeed,
this is one of the reasons why we do not need to generate
augmentation points in the whole state space, and we can
make them sparser going away from the manifold without
losing the smoothness of the approximated field.
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Fig. 4: Reconstruction of the human distance function

B. Whole-body Control

For evaluating the applicability of ReDSDF for robot con-
trol, we devise a WBC for the bimanual mobile manipulator
TIAGo++ robot (Fig. 5a). For our simulated experiment, we
focus on the control of the two arms and torso (15 degrees
of freedom) but assume a stationary base. However, our ap-
proach can be trivially extended to generate a base velocity.
We generate the augmented dataset of 10, 000 configurations
that only contains one arm (left in our experiment). The
distance field of the other arm can be computed by mirroring
the PoI through the symmetric plane. We defined 66 PoI
distributed on the surface of each arm and computed the
distance using ReDSDF w.r.t. the other arm and the robot
body. Note that the model is learned by excluding each
controlled arm from the robot itself; otherwise, every point
would be considered in collision. The learned ReDSDF and
PoI of the other arms is illustrated in Fig. 5a. We use a
PID controller to provide the control velocity of the end-
effector to reach the target. The repulsive velocity that avoids
the collision is computed as described in (6). We compare
our WBC to one without obstacle avoidance and to another
one that uses APFs but computes the distance using spheres
to approximate the robot model, a common approach in
the literature. We group the spheres into 3 subgroups, i.e.,
body (18 spheres), left and right arm (6 spheres each). The
distances are computed between the spheres from different
groups. By adjusting the distance threshold of κ and the
velocity coefficient v̄, we can implement a task-oriented
controller that cares more about the end-task, or a cautious
controller that places more emphasis on collision avoidance.

Our experimental results are summarized in the first part
of Table I. We conducted 1, 000 experiments with different
reaching targets for each arm. To generate the target points,
we first sample a random point in space for the first arm, and

then we generate a second point for the second arm in the
vicinity of the first point. The target points that are too close
to the robot are rejected. Each task is simulated for 30 s with
a control frequency of 60 Hz. The episode terminates once
the simulator detects a collision based on the meshes. We
regard the task as successful when the end-distance of the
end-effector to the target is less than 3 cm. We report the
success rate percentage, the absolute number of collisions,
and the mean and confidence interval of the final position
error, the reach time, smoothness of the generated trajectory
τ as: s(τ) =

∑
qr(i)∈τ∥q̈r(i)∥2, and of the time spent for

computing collisions (C. time).

Due to our design choices, both the sphere-based dis-
tance computation and ReDSDF are comparable in terms
of success rate when the controller is task-oriented, but
ReDSDF only has seven collisions. For the cautious con-
troller, ReDSDF provides zero collisions and satisfactory per-
formance, while the heuristic sphere-based method requires
strong repulsive forces to eliminate collisions, hurting the
task performance. For the smoothness metric, we consider
both changes in the direction of the velocity and changes
in magnitude, and for a fair comparison, we only compute
the smoothness for the collision-free episodes. ReDSDF
generates a continuous distance field, which results in a
much smoother controller. For the heuristic, the distance and
normal directions are chosen based on the closest sphere
of each PoI. The normals may change drastically when the
closest sphere varies, which results in jittery movements. The
distance computation time is evaluated on an AMD Ryzen 7
3700X 8-Core Processor with a GeForce RTX 2080 SUPER.
We compute the distance of the 132 PoI (66 PoI per arm)
with ReDSDF in batch on the GPU using PyTorch. For the
sphere-based method, 288 distance queries are requested at
each time in batch on the GPU to speed up its performance.
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Fig. 5: (a) ReDSDF for WBC. Left: PoI of the controlled arm that we check to avoid collisions with the rest of the robot. Right: The
distance field of the robot, excluding the controlled arm. (b) Human-robot shared-workspace simulated task: human and robot execute
sequential pick-and-place-like actions in a tight workspace, where the robot should avoid collisions with the human and the table. The
red point cloud represents the 0.1-level ReDSDF of the human and is used for collision-avoidance by the robot controller.

WBC results
No avoidance Sphere-based (task-oriented) ReDSDF (task-oriented) Sphere-based (cautious) ReDSDF (cautious)

Success rate 44.8% 80.9% 82.6% 38.3% 73.2%
# collisions 548/1000 49/1000 7/1000 0/1000 0/1000
Final err. (cm) 10.42 ± 0.59 1.42 ± 0.14 1.25 ± 0.11 7.21 ± 0.42 1.95 ± 0.15
Reach time (s) 6.17 ± 0.42 12.58 ± 0.58 12.74 ± 0.58 23.98 ± 0.55 15.56 ± 0.65
Smoothness 10.50 ± 0.06 811.88 ± 183.40 11.62 ± 0.11 3557.51 ± 284.15 12.34 ± 0.20
C. time (ms) 0.10 ± 5.49e-5 5.79 ± 6.28e-3 3.27 ± 5.61e-3 5.97 ± 5.68e-3 3.23 ± 3.18e-3

Shared Workspace results
No avoidance Sphere-based (task-oriented) ReDSDF (task-oriented) Sphere-based (cautious) ReDSDF (cautious)

# collisions 935/1000 171/1000 95/1000 86/1000 27/1000
# targets 2.172 ± 0.19 6.35 ± 0.18 5.78 ± 0.16 4.44 ± 0.14 4.73 ± 0.16
Smoothness 71.95 ± 0.85 2120.00 ± 198.35 135.56 ± 3.67 2286.69 ± 174.82 624.14 ± 43.50

TABLE I: Results of WBC and shared workspace experiments in simulation

The computation time for ReDSDF is 50% less than the
heuristic. We want to point out that the computation load
of ReDSDF grows linearly w.r.t. the number of PoI, while
for the sphere-based method it grows quadratically. This
advantage allows us to achieve more query points and finer
computations of the distance field.

C. Shared Human-Robot workspace

To test the applicability of ReDSDF for reactive motion
generation for challenging HRI tasks, we built a simulation
task where a human and a robot are performing sequential
pick-and-place-like actions in a shared workspace. To simu-
late realistic movements, we record a set of trajectories from
an actual human performing the task, and we infer the SMPL
trajectories with the help of VIBE [30]. We replay these
trajectories in our PyBullet simulator, constituting a novel
way of building simulation tasks for HRI with the robot
dynamically interacting with the human (Fig. 5b). Instead
of reaching the fixed targets as in WBC task, we generate 9
targets for each task to mimic the pick-and-place scenario, a
new target will be activated once the old target has been
reached. We assume that the human is not responsive to
the robot in the current setting. While this assumption is
unrealistic, we want to test the reactiveness of the robot
controller while interacting in a tight workspace with a
human. If the human actively avoids the robot, it would
be impossible to test if our controller successfully avoids
collisions. Indeed, we can see the proposed scenario as an
approximation of a human not paying attention to the robot
while performing a shared-workspace task.

Table I contains the results of this experiment. We com-
pared the collision avoidance behavior based on ReDSDF
with two simple baselines. The first, trivial baseline is to plan
without considering the human at all. The second baseline is
a prevalent approach in the literature that considers only the
human hand’s position and reacts to hand movements. We
developed similar task-oriented and cautious controller as in
Sec. IV-B. For all methods, we also include a potential field
to prevent collision with the table. Inspecting the results,
we can observe that our controllers with ReDSDF can
provide smoother distance fields that result in smoother robot
movements, with significantly fewer collisions compared to
the baseline methods. Even though in the target-oriented
case the heuristic achieves more targets, it suffers from a
higher number of collisions. Overall, our results validate our
assumption that ReDSDF is effective and smooth when used
in real-time as a constrained function for safe and reactive
HRI. As proof of concept, Fig. 1 and the accompanying video
provides a real-world experiment in a realistic HRI handover
scenario, where we can inspect the any-scale smooth perfor-
mance of ReDSDF.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Safety is a critical property for autonomous robots, both
for planning actions that respect their hardware and the
surrounding world and when robots interact with humans
in shared workspaces. In this work, we presented the Regu-
larized Deep Signed Distance Fields (ReDSDF) framework,
which generalizes the concept of SDF to arbitrary articulated
objects. We regularize the training of the distance function



with an inductive bias to ensure smooth distance fields that
can be used at any scale. Using the proposed technique, we
obtain high-quality, smooth distance fields for any point in
the space. Our method can be easily deployed to generate
reactive motions both in the context of a whole-body control
(WBC) and in a human-robot shared workspace scenario,
using real human data. The reactive motion can reliably avoid
obstacles while reducing the interference considerably with
the main task, allowing us to outperform baselines methods
by a significant margin in many metrics. The ReDSDF
structure can be easily deployed in real robot applications, as
it can provide accurate distance fields in different resolutions,
from rough distance estimates for obstacle avoidance during
navigation to fine-grained resolutions in close interactions
with humans. Though we demonstrated the applicability of
ReDSDF to reactive motion generation, thanks to its smooth
differentiable nature, it can be easily integrated into different
pipelines, such as constrained task and motion planning or
constrained reinforcement learning.
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